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An Extension of Yoshida, Imoto, Higuchi and Miyano Result
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Abstract: Problem statement: Different approaches to deal with dynamic model when it is
studentized are presented. Approach: In this respect, the recursive formula for calculating state space
in the canonical form. Results: The asymptotic distribution of their test under the linear system for the
gene network and a studentized-dynamic linear model with Markov denoising switching for estimating
time-dependent gene network structure were presented. A resultant studentized version for gene
network state space model was obtained, as an improvement on the original model.
Conclusion/Recommendations: The dynamic model with Markov switching for estimating timedependent gene regulatory networks handled the problem of modeling change in an evolving time
series. The studentized version incorporated the modeling change and test for heteroscedasticity.
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INTRODUCTION
In this study we develop a new result for
application of importance studentized method to state
space with Markov switching for estimating gene
regulatory network from time series microarray
experiments. A draw back of dynamic linear model
with Markov switching for estimating time series-

(1)

Yt = Tt X t + ε t

(2)

Where:
Xt = The observation vector,
Ft = The state transaction matrix and
Tt = Observation matrix

∧
dependent gene network structure s  θ  or (7) is that, it

 

It is assumed that ηt and ε t are independent and

is crucially dependent on the assumption that ε t is
normally distributed. The general ideas of importance
studentized method are well established in statistics and
econometrics Cai, Hurvich and Tsai[2], Koenker[10],
Yang and Tse[14], Lyon and Tsai[11], Deng and Perron[4]
and Silvia, Ferrari and Cribari-Neto[5], following a
robustification suggested by Bickel[1] we proposed a

identically

distributed,

with

ηt ∼ N ( 0, α )

and ε t ∼ N ( 0, β ) . The system matrices (Ft, Tt) and the
covariance matrices ( α, β ) may contain unknown
parameter λ and δ respectively.
The stationary linear problem ie when Ft and Tt are
constant matrices solved by Wiener[12] and Kailath[6]
and the non-stationary case was solved by Dacheng,
Xu-Feng and Hulin[3] Kalman[7], Kalman and Bucy[9],
Kalman[8]. Yamaguchi and Higuchi[13] and Yoshida,
Imoto and Higuchi[15] stated that if the true network
structure underlying the data changes at certain point,
the fitting of the usual dynamic linear model fail to
estimate the structure of gene network, hence the
efficient information from the data cannot be obtained.
They therefore proposed a dynamic linear model with
Markov switching time-dependent gene network
structure for time series gene expression data, without
taken into consideration the effect of studentizing the
model as a test for heteroscedasticity. To solve this
problem, we propose a studentized dynamic linear

∧
studentized version s  ω  .



X t = Ft X t −1 + ηt

s

Yoshida, Imoto and Higuchi[15] proposed a simple
method of estimating time-dependent gene network
from time series microarray data by dynamic linear
models with Markov switching and the state space
version was later explored by Yamaguchi and Higuchi
[13]
in which the state space model was represented by
linear system for the gene network.
A state space model consists of a state equation and
an observation equation. The state equation models the
process of the state while the observation equation links
the observations to the states. A standard linear state
space model can be written as:
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where, Tt Tt01 = D1/t 2 .

model with Markov switching for estimating time gene
network from time series gene expression data
s θɵ .The new modification are necessary for

()

Tt01D −t 1/ 2 ( Yt − ε t ) = Ft X t −1 + ηt

s

conducting test for heteroscedasticity, estimation of
parameters and their signal extraction of the state
vector.
The study is organized as follows: we introduce the
state model with Markov switching in details and derive
a new score test to handle the state space model.

where, X t −1 = Tt01−1D t−1/ 2 ( Yt −1 − ε t −1 ) + ηt .
From Eq. 5 we have:
Tt01D −t 1/ 2 ( Yt − ε t ) = Ft Tt01−1D −t −1/12 ( Yt −1 − ε t −1 ) + ηt

MATERIALS AND METHODS

D −t 1/ 2 ( Yt − ε t ) = M t D t−−1/12 ( Yt −1 − ε t −1 ) + D −t 1/ 2Tt ηt

D

T = Lt ∆t U

Result of Studentized gene network state space
model for linear system: The main analytical result of
this study was obtained in (13) as shown below. Let
s ( θ ) denote (7) which can be rewritten as a score test:
∧
s  θ  = Tt01 ( Yt − ε t ) Tt
 

(3)

∧
s  θ  = Tt01VTt
 

Using the ideas of Cai et al.[2], Koenter[10], Yang
and Tse[14], Deng and Perron[4] and Silvia et al.[5], let:

The in verse of (3) is given as:
L't

(9)

where, V = ( Yt − ε t ) .

values and U 't is a p × p orthogonal matrix

−1
t

(8)

For details prove contact the author.
We begin by establishing a standard score test
from (8). Hence, suppose that:

Where:
Lt = The matrix of p orthogonal vector length r
∆ t = The diagonal matrix that contain p singular

T t0 1 = U t ∆

(7)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

D t = diag {d1...d r } of ε t such that:
'
t

(6)

Ft is known as the state transition matrix which
captures the intensity of the interaction. By introduction
of an interaction matrix Mt such that M t = D t−1/ 2Tt Ft Tt01
the state space model represent the linear system for the
gene network as:

Gene network state space model for linear system:
The tools and logic for this reseasch are similar to the
work of Yamaguchi and Higuchi[13] and Yoshida, Imoto
and Higuchi[15], when dealing with estimating Time
Series Dependent Gene Networks from Time Series
Microarray Data. Also Yang and Tse[14] for the tools
and process of studentizing test. The state space model
with Markov switching for estimating time dependent
gene regulatory networks from time series microarray
experiment is derived from a vector r observed random
variables Yt defined in (2) and Xt in (1).
The state space model Yt in its canonical form
implicitly represents a relationship r genes across time
point see Yoshida, Imoto, Higuchi[15]. The method is Yt.
Let (Ft, Tt, Dt) denote the model parameters
depending on the time index, where:

−1/ 2
t
t

(5)

(4)

∧
∧
s  θ  = Tt01VTt = s  ω  .2σ04
 
 

From Eq. 1 and 4:

(10)

∧

Tt01 (Yt − ε t ) = (Tt X t )Tt01

where, s  ω  is a standard score test Lyon and Tsai[2],

Tt01 ( Yt − ε t ) = Tt Tt01X t

therefore:

01
t

T D

− 1/ 2
t

 

 ∧ 
sω =
 

( Yt − ε t ) = X t
284

T t0 1 V T t
2 σ 04

(11)
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∧

Koenter[10] proposed studentizing the statistic s  ω 
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− σ 04  / n
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∧
sω = sθ / φ
 s
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Where:
∧
s θ
 

= The original score test

∧
s  ω  = The standard score test
 

5.

∧
s  ω  = The proposed studentized score test result.
 s

CONCLUSION
6.

The studentized test result in (13), has eliminated
the draw back in the dynamic linear model with
Markov Switching for estimating Time Series
Dependent Gene structure in (7), the point raised by the
studentized gene network might plausibly be considered
common knowledge, except for the fact that proposing
tests for heteroscedasticity based on Gaussian
assumption for Markov switching are still being
investigated.
The dynamic model with Markov switching for
estimating time-dependent gene regulatory networks
handled the problem of modeling change in an
evolving time series. The studentized version
incorporates the modeling change and test for
heteroscedasticity. In this study, we established the
studentized version of the dynamic system generated
from the dynamic system itself using the technique
based on Gibbs sampling. It is an improvement on the
state space model with Markov switching for
estimating time-dependent gene-regulatory networks
from time series microarray experiments. We conclude
that the proposed studentised gene network appear to be
useful, flexible and accurate framework for dynamic
model with Markov switching.
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